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Abstract

Objectives—Palliative care is an interprofessional specialty as well as an approach to care by all 

clinicians caring for patients with serious and complex illness. Unlike hospice, palliative care is 

based not on prognosis but on need and is an essential component of comprehensive care for 

critically ill patients from the time of ICU admission. In this clinically focused article, we review 

evidence of opportunities to improve palliative care for critically ill adults, summarize strategies 

for ICU palliative care improvement, and identify resources to support implementation.

Data Sources—We searched the MEDLINE database from inception through January 2014. We 

also searched the Reference Library of The Improving Palliative Care in the ICU Project website 

sponsored by the National Institutes of Health and the Center to Advance Palliative Care, which is 

updated monthly. We hand-searched reference lists and author files.

Study Selection—Selected studies included all English-language articles concerning adult 

patients using the search terms "intensive care" or "critical care" with "palliative care," "supportive 

care," "end-of-life care," or "ethics."

Data Extraction—After examination of peer-reviewed original scientific articles, consensus 

statements, guidelines, and reviews resulting from our literature search, we made final selections 

based on author consensus.

Data Synthesis—Existing evidence is organized to address: 1) opportunities to alleviate 

physical and emotional symptoms, improve communication, and provide support for patients and 

families; 2) models and specific interventions for improving ICU palliative care; 3) available 
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resources for ICU palliative care improvement; and 4) ongoing challenges and targets for future 

research. Key domains of ICU palliative care have been defined and operationalized as measures 

of quality. There is increasing recognition that effective integration of palliative care during acute 

and chronic critical illness may help patients and families face challenges after discharge from 

intensive care.

Conclusions—Palliative care is increasingly accepted as an essential component of 

comprehensive care for critically ill patients, regardless of diagnosis or prognosis. A variety of 

strategies to improve ICU palliative care appear to be effective, and resources including technical 

assistance and tools are available to support improvement efforts. As the longer-term impact of 

intensive care on those surviving acute critical illness is increasingly documented, palliative care 

can help prepare and support patients and families for challenges after ICU discharge. Further 

research is needed to inform efforts to integrate palliative care with intensive care more effectively 

and efficiently in and after the ICU and to document improvement using valid and responsive 

outcome measures.
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Palliative care is a rapidly growing interprofessional specialty as well as an approach to care 

by all clinicians who care for patients with serious illness. The key domains by patients and 

families (1) as well as by expert consensus (2, 3), include: effective management of distress 

from physical, psychological, and spiritual symptoms; timely and sensitive communication 

about appropriate goals of intensive care in relation to the patient's condition, prognosis, and 

values; alignment of treatment with patient preferences; attention to families’ needs and 

concerns; planning for care transitions; and support for clinicians. Palliative care is often 

optimally provided together with life-prolonging care, a coordinated approach that has been 

supported by major societies representing critical care professionals (4–7) and by the World 

Health Organization (8), and that is embraced by patients and families (1). Therefore, 

palliative care is not a mutually exclusive alternative, nor simply a sequel to failed attempts 

at life-prolonging care, but rather an integral component of comprehensive care for critically 

ill patients from the time of ICU admission. Whereas hospice care is based on a terminal 

prognosis, palliative care is based on need (2) (Table 1).

Patients and families facing critical illness have palliative care needs, regardless of the 

patient’s diagnosis or prognosis. Decreases in hospital mortality from critical illnesses, such 

as sepsis, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), and major cardiac and neurologic 

events, have not diminished the relevance of palliative care in the ICU but, rather, 

underscored the importance of anticipating and attending to the palliative care needs of those 

who survive intensive care as well as those who succumb. As ICU survivors increase in 

number and investigators examine the experience of these patients and their families more 

fully, the burdens of survivorship are coming into clearer view (9, 10). A broad array of 

physical and psychological symptoms along with impairments of function and cognition 

continue to impair the quality of patients’ lives (11–22). During the first year after the ICU, 

ARDS survivors commonly report debilitating insomnia, fatigue, and pain along with 
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emotional lability, depression, and anxiety (12). In addition to ongoing functional limitations 

and decrements in physical quality of life, these survivors have psychological sequelae for 

as long as 5 years (13). A systematic review of depression in general ICU survivors found 

that the median point prevalence of clinically significant depressive symptoms within 14 

months of ICU discharge was 28%, and depression in the early post-ICU period predicted 

longer-term depressive symptoms (21). ICU survivors also struggle with chronic pain that is 

associated with decrements in health-related quality of life (22). New and clinically 

significant cognitive impairment follows critical illness for a broad range of survivors (17). 

Some ICU patients surviving acute critical illness remain critically ill on a chronic basis, 

with protracted or permanent dependence on mechanical ventilation and other intensive care 

therapies (23). For this “chronically critically ill” patient group, symptom burden is heavy 

(24, 25), functional and cognitive outcomes are very poor (12, 26), and 1-year mortality is 

over 50%, exceeding that for many malignancies (25–27). Families struggle with their own 

symptoms and with strains of caregiving (9, 12, 28–31). Among family members of 

critically ill patients, anxiety and depression are common and may persist long after the 

ICU, along with posttraumatic stress disorder and complicated grief (32–34). Thus, a 

distinctive “postintensive care syndrome” is now recognized not only in patients but also in 

families (9). Effective integration of palliative care during the treatment of acute and chronic 

critical illness may help patients and families prepare more fully for challenges to come in 

the days, months, and years after discharge from intensive care.

In addition, the use of intensive care for patients approaching the end of life continues. 

Approximately one in five deaths in the United States occurs during or shortly after 

intensive care, with more deaths occurring in the ICU than any other setting in the hospital 

(35). Although Medicare beneficiaries with severe chronic illness are less likely to die in the 

hospital and more likely to receive hospice care than they were a decade ago, ICU treatment 

during the last month of life has concurrently increased (36, 37). For Medicare patients 

receiving ICU treatment, particularly those who are mechanically ventilated, the risk of 

death within 3 years of discharge is nearly three times that of matched controls in the 

general population (38). These trends are likely to continue as aggressive medical and 

surgical treatments are offered to a growing population of older adults with multiple 

comorbid conditions. For now and the foreseeable future, palliative care will thus remain an 

essential element of critical care practice.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR ICU PALLIATIVE CARE 

IMPROVEMENT

In this article, we focus on studies conducted in adult ICUs in North America and Europe, 

where existing data demonstrate important opportunities to improve all core components of 

palliative care in the ICU. For example, multiple studies confirm that symptom distress is 

still prevalent at high levels of severity among critically ill patients (25, 39–41). 

Communication between clinicians and families is often delayed and fragmented (42–44). 

When families meet with ICU physicians, they frequently have insufficient time to share 

their perspectives on the patient’s goals and values or express their own concerns (44). ICU 

physicians may miss opportunities for empathic response to emotions, leaving families too 
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distressed to absorb or integrate information they need for surrogate decision making (45, 

46). Some patients spend their last days in the ICU because planning for care in a more 

suitable or preferred setting is inadequate. In addition, transitions from one setting to another 

(e.g., acute care, critical care, long-term care, and home care) are increasingly frequent, but 

often without adequate support for patients and families (37). Among those who require 

prolonged mechanical ventilation, data show that during the year subsequent to ICU 

discharge, patients will make multiple transitions across a variety of facilities, spending an 

average of 74% of all days alive in a hospital or postacute care facility or dependent on a 

high level of home healthcare (47). Finally, the need to support clinicians more effectively 

for the emotional strains of ICU practice is evident from the wide-spread problems of 

burnout, depression, moral distress, and conflict across disciplines on the critical care team 

(48–55).

Ongoing challenges for optimal integration of palliative care in ICU settings have been 

identified (56–58), as summarized in Table 2. In a survey of a large, nationally 

representative sample of nurse and physician directors of U.S. adult ICUs, respondents 

reported on perceived barriers at the level of the patient/family, clinician, and institution 

(56). Important barriers included unrealistic expectations on the part of patients, families, 

and clinicians about patient prognosis or effectiveness of ICU treatment; inability of patients 

to participate in treatment discussions; insufficient training of physicians in relevant 

communication skills; and competing demands for clinicians’ time. Similar perspectives 

have been articulated by critical care professionals in Europe, along with distinct issues 

facing these clinicians (57).

Special challenges for efforts to integrate palliative care in surgical ICU settings care have 

been noted. These include surgeons’ strong sense of personal responsibility for patient 

outcomes (59–62), disparate surgical provider opinions about the adequacy of 

communication regarding prognosis (63), and what has been described as a “covenantal” 

relationship in which the surgeon is obligated to protect the patient and the patient is 

committed to undertake and endure all sequelae (59, 64). In a recent national survey of 

surgeons, more than 40% reported conflict with intensive care physicians and nurses with 

respect to appropriate goals of postoperative care (65). In addition, many responding 

surgeons described difficulties in managing clinical aspects of poor outcomes, 

communicating with the family and patient about such outcomes, and coping with their own 

discomfort about these outcomes (65).

SURROGATE DECISION MAKING

The vast majority of ICU patients are incapacitated and dependent on family or other 

surrogates for medical decision making (26, 66). Qualitative studies are increasingly 

illuminating the perspectives, concerns, and needs of these surrogates (67–69). Most 

surrogates favor timely discussion of prognosis by ICU clinicians as necessary for decision 

making for emotional and practical preparation for the possibility that the patient could die 

(67). Surrogates appear to recognize and accept that uncertainty about prognosis is 

unavoidable, yet still wish to discuss expected outcomes (70). At the same time, they 

experience intrapersonal tensions, acknowledging that information about an unfavorable 
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prognosis may be painful as well as helpful (68, 69). Surrogate behaviors in response to 

these tensions include focusing on details rather than the larger picture, relying on personal 

instincts or beliefs, and, at times, rejecting prognostic information (68). Awareness of 

surrogates’ perspectives may help ICU clinicians more fully address their concerns and 

needs, thereby facilitating effective shared decision making.

ICU clinician approaches that maximize family-centered communication, provide support 

for families, and incorporate active listening are associated with increased family 

satisfaction, improved surrogate decision making, and psychological well-being of 

surrogates (44, 45, 71, 72). Based on qualitative research and expert opinion, clinicians are 

encouraged to help surrogates “plan for the worst” while “hoping for the best” (73). Other 

communication strategies suggested by existing evidence include explicit expression of 

empathy (46, 74); affirmative exploration of family concerns and comprehension with 

adequate time for listening by clinicians (42, 44); assurance that the patient will not be 

abandoned or allowed to suffer should life-sustaining treatments be withdrawn (71, 72); 

support for critical decisions made by family members, such as whether the patient would 

want to limit or continue life-sustaining therapies (71, 75); and, when possible, advance care 

planning discussions between surrogates and high-risk patients prior to the need for ICU 

care (76).

OPERATIONALIZING CORE PALLIATIVE CARE COMPONENTS AS 

MEASURES OF ICU QUALITY

Key domains of ICU palliative care quality have been identified and made operational as 

specific measures that focus on care processes and outcomes (77, 78). Focusing primarily on 

processes, the “Care and Communication Bundle” was developed and tested as part of a 

national performance improvement initiative by the Voluntary Hospital Association (VHA) 

(79). The measures in this bundle, which were posted by the National Quality Measures 

Clearinghouse of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (80), are triggered by 

time periods in the ICU, with emphasis on proactive, early performance of key processes 

(e.g., identify medical decision maker and resuscitation status before day 2 in the ICU, offer 

social work and spiritual care support before day 4, and conduct an interdisciplinary family 

meeting no later than day 5). Specifications are precise (e.g., the family meeting measure 

defines “interdisciplinary” as including at least the attending physician, a member of another 

discipline such as a nurse, social worker, or chaplain, and the patient and/or his or her 

family, as documented in the medical record, and must include discussion of prognosis, 

goals of care, and the patient’s and family’s needs and preferences) (79). Similar day 1 and 

day 3 communication measures were tested in a statewide ICU collaborative project in 

Rhode Island (81). Significant increases were seen in compliance with these measures, while 

improvements in compliance varied across ICU type with less improvement in open, 

nonteaching, and mixed medical-surgical ICUs. Most patient-specific outcome measures 

were unchanged, although there was an increase in patients discharged from ICU to 

inpatient hospice (81). Additional studies evaluating performance on ICU palliative care 

quality measures show wide variation both within and across hospitals and even within 
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individual ICUs, as well as low performance levels overall on most items and little 

improvement over recent years (82–84).

The quality of ICU palliative care should also be evaluated by structure and outcome 

measures in addition to process measures (85–87). A recent monograph provides examples 

of structure and outcome measures, reviews their respective advantages and disadvantages, 

and discusses implementation as part of a quality improvement effort (88). The relationship 

of ICU palliative care process measures to desired patient and family outcomes requires 

further investigation.

CONSULTATIVE AND INTEGRATIVE MODELS FOR IMPROVING ICU 

PALLIATIVE CARE

Core elements of palliative care, such as basic symptom management and discussion of 

goals of care in relation to the patient’s prognosis and preferences, should be part of routine 

critical care practice and within the competency of all ICU clinicians. At times, however, 

optimal care of a critically ill patient may call for more advanced palliative care skills and 

interprofessional expert input. Goal-setting with a family experiencing unusual distress or 

internal conflict, supporting a bereaved family, or providing continuity of care after the 

patient is discharged from the ICU are examples of clinical challenges for which a critical 

care clinician might wish to obtain expert contributions from a palliative care team (89). At 

the present time, physician certification in hospice and palliative medicine in the United 

States requires completion of a full year of fellowship training that focuses specifically on 

knowledge and skills for interdisciplinary team care of diverse patients with serious and 

complex illness across inpatient and ambulatory settings (90, 91). Content areas include 

management of a broad range of physical and psychological symptoms and of spiritual and 

existential distress, prognostication of serious illness, communication about care goals in 

relation to patient values and preferences, ethical and legal aspects of decision making, 

transition planning, care during the dying process, and family support including grief and 

bereavement care. Mastery of related content also supports palliative care specialty 

certification for qualified professionals in nursing, social work, and chaplaincy, who 

contribute to the fuller perspective and expertise of the consult team (92–94).

After a decade of rapid expansion, expert palliative care through a palliative care 

consultation service is now available at the majority of U.S. hospitals, although smaller 

and/or for-profit hospitals are less likely to have palliative care services available (95–97). 

Use of such specialists has been termed the “consultative model” for providing and 

improving palliative care in the ICU, as distinguished from the “integrative model” in which 

palliative care principles and processes are incorporated as part of routine practice by ICU 

clinicians (98). Combination of these approaches is referred to as a “mixed model” of ICU 

palliative care (98). Data suggest that each of these models can achieve success in palliative 

care improvement, with selection and implementation to be based on factors specific to the 

resources and needs of individual ICUs and institutions (98, 99). Workforce shortages may 

limit dependence on palliative care specialists, at least in the near term (95, 100). In 

addition, excessive reliance on specialty palliative care could fragment care as well as 

potentially undermine therapeutic relationships between patients and primary providers and 
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diminish impetus for those providers to develop palliative care knowledge and skills (89). 

However, specific ICU environments or patient and family situations often benefit from 

specialist palliative care, particularly if palliative care has not already been fully integrated 

in the routine and culture of an ICU (99). A strong case can be made that the most effective 

model relies on the primary physician or treating specialist to manage straightforward 

palliative care problems in combination with referral to a palliative care specialist for more 

complex or refractory problems (89). This “mixed model” resembles the approach typically 

used to address infectious disease, cardiology, nephrology, and other specific issues arising 

in the care of critically ill patients.

Criteria that have been used to screen patients for unmet palliative care needs were recently 

reviewed (101). A recent analysis of the Project Impact database estimated that 14–20% of 

ICU patients meet commonly used “triggers” for palliative care consultation (100). Such 

criteria can “trigger” referral for palliative care consultation and, in addition, can prompt 

care processes implemented by the ICU team itself (101). To meet palliative needs of 

critically ill patients and families, it will be important both to increase the capability of ICU 

clinicians to provide basic palliative care and to expand the specialist palliative care 

workforce.

EVALUATION OF INTERVENTIONS INTEGRATING PALLIATIVE CARE AND 

CRITICAL CARE

A variety of interventions have been evaluated as strategies for improving palliative care in 

the adult ICU (Appendix A, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/

B45).

Structured Approaches to Communication

Interventional research to date has focused mainly on testing proactive, structured 

approaches to clinician communication with families, implemented either by the 

interdisciplinary ICU team or by consultants specializing in palliative care or biomedical 

ethics (102–113). This research has been summarized in several comprehensive reviews (99, 

114, 115). Most studies were conducted in a single center using a pre-post design. In those 

studies, the communication interventions were associated with significant reductions in 

resource utilization (e.g., shorter ICU length of stay [LOS]) without increases in mortality as 

well as with decreases in discordance among decision makers for ICU patients (102–104). 

However, in one of the largest pre-post studies conducted in five ICUs in two academic 

medical centers which tested the effect of regular, structured family meetings for patients in 

the ICU for 5 days or more, there was no significant reduction in ICU LOS or other 

utilization outcomes (112). On the other hand, a multicenter, randomized trial testing a 

protocol-based strategy for family meetings together with a brochure addressing 

bereavement found that family members had significant decreases in depression and 

posttraumatic stress disorder at 3 months after death of a loved one in the ICU (106). 

Informational brochures have also been independently evaluated and shown in a multicenter, 

prospective randomized trial to improve family comprehension and satisfaction with 

information provided by ICU clinicians (116).
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Support for Families and Surrogate Decision Making

A number of interventions have been designed to support families of ICU patients through 

increased involvement of the families or more explicit support for surrogate decision making 

(117–123). Examples include an intervention promoting greater involvement of family 

members in patient care rounds (117); a critical care family assistance program (118); a 

social worker specifically counseling and supporting ICU families (119); and an ICU family 

clinic (120). These studies suggest such interventions are promising but require further 

evaluation. Ongoing randomized clinical trials are evaluating the impact of a nurse or social 

worker acting as a family support coordinator and functioning as a liaison between families 

and the healthcare team (121–123).

Decision Support Tools

Several tools have been developed to support surrogate decision making in the ICU. For 

example, a short video to support decision making about resuscitation increased surrogates’ 

knowledge of cardiopulmonary resuscitation and the proportion of patients with do-not-

resuscitate (DNR) directives at the time of ICU discharge or death (124). An ICU admission 

assessment tool to help identify surrogate decision makers and clarify decision-making 

standards was associated with shorter LOS and lower total hospital charges for patients 

requiring mechanical ventilation for 4 days or more (125). A decision aid for surrogates of 

patients on prolonged mechanical ventilation was associated with less discordance between 

physicians and surrogates as well as with improved quality of communication as perceived 

by families and lower hospital costs (126).

Surgical ICU Interventions

A single center, before-after study tested a multifaceted, interdisciplinary intervention to 

integrate palliative care into standard care in a trauma ICU (127). After the intervention, 

symptom management and goals of care were discussed more frequently on rounds and, 

while ICU mortality was unchanged, the intervention was associated with shorter lengths of 

stay in the ICU and hospital for patients who died (127). A similar intervention at the same 

institution for liver transplant surgical ICU patients was associated with earlier consensus 

around goals of care, earlier and more frequent use of DNR and withdrawal of life-

sustaining treatment orders, and shorter surgical ICU LOS, with unchanged mortality (128).

ICU Diaries, Order Sets, and “Death Rounds”

Some additional tools have been evaluated to support patients, families, and clinicians. A 

randomized, controlled multicenter study in Europe evaluated an intervention in which 

healthcare staff and family contributed to a handwritten diary including photographs that 

recorded events and experiences on a daily basis during the patient’s ICU stay and was 

provided to the patient 1 month after ICU discharge (129). As measured at 3 months after 

the ICU, this intervention significantly reduced the incidence of new-onset post-traumatic 

stress disorder among survivors of critical illness when compared to usual care (129). 

Another tool included the development of standardized order sets to support clinicians, 

prepare families, and ensure patient comfort during limitation of life support (130, 131). 
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Regular sessions for ICU clinician debriefing after patient deaths have been evaluated for 

supporting clinicians (132).

Multifaceted Quality Improvement

Multifaceted quality improvement approaches have also been used to improve palliative care 

in the ICU. The largest and most rigorous study to date was a multicenter, cluster-

randomized controlled trial that tested a multicomponent intervention comprising education 

of ICU clinicians, identification of local palliative care “champions” in the ICU, 

standardization of palliative care order sets, and feedback to ICU clinicians about palliative 

care–related outcomes. Although this intervention was initially successful at the 

investigators’ own center (133), the multicenter cluster-randomized trial found no 

differences in outcomes including quality of dying as assessed by families or nurses, family 

satisfaction, ICU LOS before death, or time from ICU admission to withdrawal of life-

sustaining therapies (134). These studies suggest that such interventions may be more 

successful when generated by and targeted for the needs of each institution.

RESOURCES AVAILAbLE TO SUPPORT INTEGRATING PALLIATIVE CARE 

AND CRITICAL CARE

Training Opportunities for ICU Clinicians

Several interventions have focused on training ICU clinicians to deliver palliative care more 

effectively. Some approaches include communication skills training (102, 103, 106, 107) 

and education on ethics and conflict resolution (104, 108, 135). For intensivists and 

hospitalists, the Harvard Medical School Center for Palliative Care offers an annual two-

and-one-half-day course that provides clinicians with information and skills needed to offer 

high-quality palliative care to critically ill patients and their families (136). “Critical Care 

Communication” (C3), another intensive course focusing specifically on communication 

skills, was offered to physicians training in critical care at the University of Pittsburgh (137). 

In workshops for pediatric critical care providers, the “Program to Enhance Relational and 

Communication Skills” used “parent-actors” to simulate pediatric, values-based and/or end-

of-life conversations (135, 138). The IntensiveTalk program, which trains ICU clinicians to 

teach palliative care communication skills to ICU fellows and colleagues, has been initiated 

on a pilot basis (139). A 1-day workshop was developed specifically to train bedside critical 

care nurses in skills they need for active and effective participation along with physicians in 

interdisciplinary meetings with ICU families (140). Of nurses receiving this training and 

surveyed before and after it (n = 74), the average proportion self-rating skills as “very good/

excellent” rose significantly, and almost all nurses reported that, after training, they had an 

increased awareness of special contributions they could make and felt more able to initiate 

interdisciplinary family meetings (140). The End-of-Life Nursing Education Consortium, a 

national education initiative to improve palliative care, has developed a critical care–specific 

course for nurses (141). A before-after study in three medical and surgical ICUs in a single 

community hospital tested a 90-minute program of multidisciplinary team training to 

enhance communication with ICU families (142). Along with clinicians’ confidence in 

communication with families, family satisfaction with ICU communication improved 

significantly (142). A recent randomized trial of a communication skills building workshop 
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for residents and nurse practitioners did not show an improvement in the patient- and 

family-level outcomes (143). These studies identify questions and challenges in showing 

improvements in patient and family outcomes with educational interventions.

Web-based Resources

Extensive resources for use in ICU palliative care improvement efforts are readily accessible 

(Table 3). Many of these are available on the website of The Improving Palliative Care in 

the ICU (IPAL-ICU) Project, which is sponsored by the National Institutes of Health and the 

Center to Advance Palliative Care (144). This website provides a current library of relevant 

references, a variety of practical improvement tools (e.g., family meeting planner and 

documentation template, data collection instrument for quality monitoring, and pocket cards 

for guidance on symptom management and communication), materials for patients and 

families (e.g., family meeting brochure), and links to curricula for professional education. In 

addition, the IPAL-ICU Advisory Board has published an expanding series of articles 

addressing key issues for efforts to improve palliative care in critical care settings (98, 101, 

145–148).

Professional Practice Recommendations

Multiple societies representing critical care professionals have published practice 

recommendations and/or guidelines related to important aspects of ICU palliative care, and 

these are evidence-based and extensively referenced (4–7, 149–154). For example, the 

American College of Critical Care Medicine has published consensus recommendations for 

end-of-life care in the ICU (6) as well as clinical practice guidelines for support of the 

family in the patient-centered ICU (149) and for management of pain, agitation, and 

delirium (150). Similarly, the American Thoracic Society (ATS) published a clinical policy 

statement on palliative care for patients with respiratory diseases and critical illnesses (4). 

The American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) published a position statement on 

palliative and end-of-life care for patients with cardiopulmonary diseases (5). In addition, 

both ATS and ACCP have specifically addressed the management of dyspnea (151, 152). 

The American Heart Association (AHA) and American College of Cardiology Foundation 

included palliative care in their management plan for patients with severe congestive heart 

failure (153), and the AHA and American Stroke Association have a recently published 

statement advocating for palliative care for stroke patients (154). Finally, among five 

recommendations published as part of the “Choosing Wisely” campaign, the Critical Care 

Societies Collaborative recommends that clinicians not “continue life support for patients at 

high risk for death or severely impaired functional recovery without offering patients and 

their families the alternative of care focused entirely on comfort” (155). These and other 

resources can help ICU clinicians to strengthen their knowledge and skills and to obtain 

guidance for providing palliative care as a routine part of their critical care practice.

TARGETS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Little more than a decade ago, palliative care and intensive care were seen as mutually 

exclusive approaches to care of the critically ill. Although it is now recognized that 

palliative care is an essential component of comprehensive care for critically ill patients, 
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further research is needed to understand how to provide this care most effectively and 

efficiently in the ICU and how to support ICU survivors with palliative care after ICU 

discharge. To evaluate the quality of existing palliative care and to measure the impact of 

future interventions designed to improve care, it will be important to identify and validate 

outcomes that are patient and/or family centered and that are sensitive to ICU-based 

palliative care practice and variation (78). Identifying and validating outcomes for ICU 

palliative care raises challenges, but these challenges must be addressed if we are to 

document improvements in the quality of palliative care for the critically ill. As the sequelae 

of critical illness and ICU treatment become clearer (9, 10), the long-term impact of 

interventions initiated in and after the ICU will need additional study (156). Future research 

should evaluate the effects of such interventions on diverse long-term patient- and family-

centered outcomes, including physical and psychological distress, quality of life, and 

decisional regret.

SUMMARY

Palliative care evaluates and treats patient symptoms, provides psychosocial support for 

patients and families, and identifies and integrates a patient’s personal goals into medical 

treatment. Over the last 2 decades, intervention studies have explored how to better provide 

palliative care together with critical care, including incorporating palliative care specialists 

and supporting critical care clinicians in the delivery of primary palliative care. These 

studies suggest benefits of palliative care, although the most effective and efficient ways to 

achieve these benefits are not yet clear. Critical care professional society statements call for 

delivery of primary palliative care by ICU clinicians as well as provision of specialist 

palliative care, when needed. Existing educational tools and resources enable ICU providers 

to improve their palliative care knowledge and skills. Future research is needed to better 

determine how best to provide palliative care to critically ill patients and their families both 

in the ICU and beyond.
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TABLE 1

Selected Differences between Palliative Care and Hospice Care

Palliative Care Hospice Care

Based on need: For people
with serious and complex
illness, regardless of
prognosis

Based on prognosis: For
people expected to live
≤ 6 mo

Can be provided together with
appropriate restorative or life-
sustaining treatment including
intensive care therapy. No
limitation on cardiopulmonary
resuscitation status or life
support is required

Strongly encourages
the patient to forego
restorative treatment and
have concurrent care
limitations, such as
do-not-resuscitate and no
transfer to ICU directives

Provided by ICU team and/
or palliative care consultant to
primary team

Hospice team assumes
primary care responsibility
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TABLE 2

Barriers to Better Integration of Palliative Care and Critical Care (56–58)

Unrealistic expectations for intensive care therapies on the
 part of patients, families, and clinicians

Misperception of palliative care and critical care as mutually
 exclusive or sequential rather than complementary and
 concurrent approaches

Conflation of palliative care with end-of-life or hospice care

Concern that incorporation of palliative care will hasten death

Insufficent training of clinicians in communication and other
 necessary skills to provide high-quality palliative care

Competing demands on ICU clinician effort, without adequate
 reward for palliative care excellence

Failure to apply effective approaches for system or culture
 change to improve palliative care
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TABLE 3

Resources to Improve ICU-based Palliative Care

Type Resources

Web-based repository of
 clinical tools, curricula,
 expert guidance, and other
 resources for palliative care
 in the ICU

The Improving Palliative Care
 in the ICU Project (144)

Web-based repository of tools,
 resources, and educational
 materials for palliative care
 in VA facilities. Located
 on the VA’s Intranet, with
 access limited to VA
 employees

Implementation Center
 SharePoint, “Integrating
 Palliative Care in ICU”

Ongoing palliative care and
 communication training
 programs

Harvard Medical School
 Palliative Care for
 Hospitalists and Intensivists
 course (136)

End-of-Life Nursing Education
 Consortium—Critical Care
 Program (141)

Program to enhance relational
 and communication skills
 (135, 138)

IntensiveTalk (139)

VA = Veterans Affairs.
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